
            COMPANY PROFILE 

 

TPCGResearch (TPCG-R) specializes in helping a wide variety of firms with their everyday requirements of research, analysis 
and data. For these firms, TPCG-R model mimics the benefits of having an internal research team, at the price of a freelancer: 
TPCG-R offers the flexibility & cost-effectiveness of a freelance team, while providing the control & continuity of an internal 
team. 

FULL COMPLIMENT OF DATA SOURCES 

The biggest limitation for many businesses is 
that they don’t always have a dedicated team 
to scale up and tap into potential business 
opportunities. TPCGResearch solves this 
problem by providing the surge capacity to 
optimize project deliveries. We have a wide 
spectrum of capabilities and access to 
proprietary databases. TPCGResearch solves 
this problem by providing these services to optimize project deliveries.  

TPCGResearch fills the gap between a full-time researcher and a freelancer, bringing out the best of both worlds. We offer the 
dedicated, professional and scalable research support that you expect from a full-timer, but at the cost and flexibility of a 
freelancer. Whether it’s a small research task, or an extensive research project spread over months, TPCGResearch’s unique 
work model is the ideal solution. TPCGResearch has industry specific business researchers that enable your in-house marketing 
team to focus more on insights, innovating strategies, and on executing attainable action plans. We help you learn more about 

the requirements and preferences of your clients, 
competitors, and market industries and let you focus on 
your core business. 

HIGHLY SKILLED TEAM AT YOUR SERVICE 

TPCG has an extensive track record working with large 
organizations as well as mid-market firms to develop 
strategy, expand revenue and execute programs.   

Increased Focus - Companies can stick to their core 
business activities while our TPCGResearch team handles 
your time-consuming Business Research tasks. Control 
Costs - We can effectively minimize your costs while 
maximizing value. Plenty of opportunities will arise from 
having more people working for you at a lower cost than 
hiring them yourself. Industry Expertise - TPCGResearch 
has up-to-date knowledge tools for research and analysis. 
Market Research involves a lot of advanced technology 

for faster and extensive data acquisition, providing your company with the highest quality information in the market today. 
Balance - Our vetted team are experienced professionals that help you with your fluctuating research needs. You won’t have 
to worry about ramping up in hiring or having enough business for your current research teams. 

 

 


